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Magnetic Mini Powerbank Baseus 5000mAh 20W (Purple)
Want to comfortably charge your devices? With the Baseus powerbank, it's possible! Its thoughtful design means that you not only get
access to a large capacity of 5000 mAh, but also enjoy unmatched mobility thanks to its compact construction. This powerbank will be an
indispensable companion on every journey! See what else it can offer you.
 
Comfortable Charging
The magnetic mini powerbank Baseus is the perfect solution for everyone who values comfortable charging of their devices. Thanks to its
large capacity of 5000 mAh, this small powerbank allows you to recharge your smartphone several times without the need to look for a
socket or interrupt your device usage. Its magnetic design is not only aesthetic but also functional, as it firmly adheres to your phone,
enabling wireless charging in an exceptionally convenient way. Now you can enjoy full comfort and reliable power supply anywhere and
anytime.
 
Thoughtful Design
The Baseus device stands out not only with its performance but also with its thoughtful design. Its slim thickness, just 14.7 mm, means it
fits comfortably in your pocket or purse, making it a perfect companion for every journey or everyday use. Despite its compact size, it
guarantees  safe  charging  of  your  device,  so  you  don't  have  to  worry  about  potential  damage  to  your  equipment.  This  powerbank
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perfectly combines practicality with an elegant design, meeting the expectations of even the most demanding users.
 
 
PowerbankBaseusModelP10022107513-00Capacity5000  mAhBattery  TypeLithium  PolymerUSB-C  Output5V=3A,  9V=2AUSB-C
Input5V=2.4A; 9V=2.22A; 12V=1.5AWireless Charging5 W / 7.5 W / 10 W / 15 WDimensions14.2 × 68.9 × 106.4 mmColorPurple

Price:

€ 26.70

Smartphone accessories, Power Banks, 10000 mAh
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